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EUGENIO SCANDALE·, FERNANOO SCORDARl · 

DISLOCATION STUDIES 
IN G,Se BY ETCHING AND X.RAY 

TOPOGRAPHY TECHNIQU ES 

R'ASSUNTO. - Le supcmd parallc:le: ai piani (OOOI) di cristaUi di GaSc: crcsciuti da fase 
vapore:, sooo state sotloposte ad atlacco chimico per mezzo di una soluzionc: diluita contc:nc:nte 
acido solforico e bicromato di potll$Sio. Gli effctti prodoui provano che: le dislocuioni basali 
c:saltano l'azione del rc:attivo. A conferma di do vengono confrontate topogafie a Raggi X e: 
figure di corrosione:. 

ABSTRACT. - (0001) planes of GaSe crystals grown from vapour phase have bc:c:n elched 
by a dilute chromic·sulphuric acid mixtutc. Our observations provide: dirc:cr evidence that 
glissile: basal dislocations lead 10 e:nhanced reactivity. In order 10 confirm thai, X.ay diflaction 
lopogaphy pauc:ms have bc:c:n compared with elm pictures. 

Inlroduction 

CaSe single crystals were grown from the:: vapour phase by iodi ne:: vapour 
transfXJrt technique in closed quartz ampoules (TERHELL and LIETH, 1972; GARDETfA 
et aL, 1972). Large:: plate::s of hexagonal (·modification (BASINSKI e::t al., 1961) we::re:: 
obtaine::d, having the:: (0001) plane as the:: basal plane. CaSe: crystallizes in a laye::re::d 
structure::: each laye::r is made by four monoatomic she::ets in the sequence Se::-Ga-Ga-Se::. 
Betwe::en adyace::nt layers weak Van def Waals fo rce::s e::xist, within e::ach laye:: r the 
bonding is esse::ntially covale:: nl. Since:: the structu re:: is similar to that of g raphite, 
sim ilar crystal dcfe::cts are expected. The:: basal CaSe:: defIXts were inve::sligate::d by 
electron microscopic ttthniques (BASINSK I et aL. 1961 and 1963). Dislocation g rids 
we::re:: observed which arise from dastic interaction bc=tw~n panial dislocations 
lying in d osdy (0001) plane::s. 

Non-basal defects were investigated mostly by BOEl..STERU and MOOSER (1%2). 
GUSEINOV and RAMAZANZADE (1967), WILLlAMS (1970), LENDVAY et al. (1971). 

In panicular WtLLtA~[S (1970) used as etchant a solution of analytical g rade 
bromine d issolved in methanol: t riangular etch pits were:: observed at the apex 
of growth spirals. and a num~r of shallow etch pits were easily distinguishable 
from dCt':per dislocation etch pits. The:: b.1ckground pits we:: re auribute::d to the:: action 
of the water vapour on surface:: defttts such as vacancies and vacancy dusters. 
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LENDVAY ct al. (1971) used a dilute chromic-sulphuric acid mixture: conical 
( tch pits were observed at sites which correspond to the sites of emergence of 
screw-dislocations. 

For reveali ng basal and non-basal defects of GaSe we have used as etchant 
either bromine-methanol solution or chromic-sulphuric acid mixture. More reliable 
results we have obtained with this s«ond etchant: essc=ntially to those we refer 
in this paper. 

Di8location etching 

As in the paper of LEN DVA Y et al. (1971) the etchant consists of a solution in 
ISO ml distilled water of 30 g K:Cr20T :md 25 ml concentr:lted H2S0 •. The etching 

Fig_ l. - Charactcrinic bubbles on CaSc (0001) surface producnl by dilu te chromic-sulphuric 
acid mixture in a spuimcn comaining uenK tangles of b''':IoI di,[ontions (compuc witb figure 5), 

was performed at room temperature by immersi ng the crystal in the solutions; 
etching periods of 2, 4, 10 minutes were spent. 

After two minutes of etchi ng, pits of non-basal screw dislocations were clearly 
visible while some random dimibuted shallow .. bubbleS:t could be poorly seen. 
In accordance with LEN DVAY et al. (1971) bunches of cooperating screw-dislocations 
were observed : nevenhless, in order to explain the step-heigth changes in spiral 
g rowth. multiple strength dislocations, as in graphite. must ~ assumed. In the 
subsequent etchi ng two disti nct types of effects on the basal surfaces can ~ shown: 
in the for mer only c bubbles:. conti nue to appear, on the contrary in the latter 
also grooves appear. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of the first type of CaSe crystal in which, after an 
etching period of 4 minutes, onl y c buhbles:. arc observed. 
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1'"18, 2, - Ch3raclerislic groo"e$ on GaSe (0001) surface in a 
spttimen wilh h.a.al di.locatinnJ in bunch (comP<lrc with fig. 7). 

Fig. 3. - !..:Irgc cryMal region of a G3Se S[Kclmcn ~ft~r 10 minutes of etching. 
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Fig. 2 shows a region of the second type of CaSe crystal after a etchi ng period 
of 4 minutes. Background broadened (bubbles:. and two large etch pits at the 
sites of emergence of screw-dislocations are recogniz.1ble. 

Yet the non..basal dislocations are not the only centres of enhanced reactivity: 
one pair of irregular grooves, nearly lO Ilm wide, is the site of preferential etching. 
For higher etching rates these two grooves disappeared and other irregular grooves 
become visible (here not shown). 

In fig. 3 a large crystal surface is shown after an etching period of 10 mi nutes. 
A very complex system of grooves is clearly recognizable in the picture: the la rge 
number of grooves seems to indicate their significance in the process of the crystal 
decomposition. 

In the literature there is no indication that basal dislocations in layer structures 
as mica, graphite and molybdenum sulphide are responsible for enhanced reactivities 
of the solids (THO.'oIAS, 1965; T HOM AS and EVAN"S, 1967). Neverthless. by compari ng 
etching figures with X.ray diffraction topographs. we can show that when a basal 
dislocation is very closed to the etched (0001) surface, preferential etching occurs 
on the strained region. Surface decomposition moreover is quicker in this region: 
furthe r etchi ng can reveal progressively the forms of the basal dislocations and 
their t rai n in the z-dircction. 

Fig. 3 is a significa nt example of etch patterns in which some basal dislocations 
are de:uly recogniz.1ble: we wiIJ comp.1re this picture with diffraction topograph 
(fig. 8). 

It ca n be useful to speculate on the general reasons for these results. Screw 
dislocations, owi ng to their multiple strength, have large hollow core (FRANK, 1951) 
and constitute higly active centres fo r the crystal decomposition. Basal dislocations 
do not involve, as screw dislocations, the breaking of intra-layer covalent bonds, 
but necessitate deformation of these bonds causing so an energy increase in the 
surroundi ng region. The etchant, moreover, behaves differently in screw dislocations 
cores, near the basal dislocations, and in unfaulted regions. Still, if the basal dislo
cation density is high and the dislocations are entanglc."d, it is clearly impossible 
to distinguish individual dislocations by means of a etching tech nique. In fact, in 
these cited condi tions, the etching ca nnot show resolved grooves, but only the 
c bubbles:. thate should have composed the individual grooves, if resolved (see 
fig. 2). 

Topographical observations 

A number of CaSc specimens, each about 50 Ilm thick, was investigated by 
X-ray topographical technique (J....>.NC, 1958). Traverse: topographs were taken with 
MoKa. radiation and recorded on Hford L4 plates. In order to avoid a tOO heavy 
mechanical damage any CaSe specimen was suitably mounted by four needles at 
the center of a plexiglas hoop and this was fixed to a goniometer head. The 
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Fig. 4. - Elch figur~. on Ih~ pbne (OOO I) o( the G3$c single cryll~1. Grooves are Itbcl1cd in A 
and C; etch piu; nuckalcd at the emCl',!{cnce poinll of the Icr~W di.loc~lion. are shown in B. 

500l'm -
Fig. 5. - X-ny Ir~vc ... e-topogr.l.ph (rt flnion 11 20). Wc can note a dcose mcsh of baul dUlocations. 
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I 

Fig. 6. - X-ray trav~u'Nopograph: (rdlexion (J 110». The framed region 
n a high.". magnificat ion. T he arrow marked B a low 

i. reproduced in figure 8 
angle Iwi.t· boundary. 

Fig. 7. - X'U)' lu\'crsc-topo/lraph: (reflnion (1120». EVIdence i5 Sttn of the large 
production of basal dislncation ~nd of their movement due to the low Strc55CS 
th:/.! occurrnl during the handling of the 5pecimen (compare with figure 6). 

advantage of this assc=mbly is that the align ment of the crystal at various Bragg
angles is pt:r[ormed only handli ng the hoop. 

h is a known result (B."S INSK[, 1963) the splitting in Ca&: of perfect basal 
dislocations into Shock ley partials according to the reaction: 

AB Ar:1 + O'B. 

Tn order to select important Bragg-rcAecting planes, we have used a result of 
the kinematical theory for pla ne-wawe diffraction developed by Gf..VUS (1963) 
for interpreting the electron microscope image of partial dislocations parallel to 
the crystal surface. 
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In accordance with GEVERS (1963) a negligible disilocation-line contrast is found 

1 2 
for 1nl = Ig· bl = ""3 (g: diffraction vector, b : Burgers vector): fo r 1nl = 3"" 
a strong line image is recognizable, superposed on stacking fault contrast. In this 
paper topographs of reAcxions from (1120) planes only will be shown. 

The stacking fault resulting from the displacement on a partial vector has a 
low energy: BASINSK I (1963) found experimentally stacking-fault ribbons whose 
width ranges from 0,25 (J.m to 1 IJ.m. Owing to the poor resol ution of lang-technique 

Fig. 8. - M~gnific~uon of the r« tangular rcgion markw in figure 6_ The arrows markw A 
and C indicate th~ diffraction imagcs of th~ two basal d, sootions whose c(ch pattern is shown in figure 4. 
The diffraction contrast in cormpond~nce of Ih~ Iwill -boundary is due 10 the pile·up of the basal dislncatioM. 

(~2 IJ.m) we have not bet:n able to separate the contrast of two partials rising 
from the same perfect dislocation. Neverthless X-ray topographical technique can 
clearly record thr generation of basal dislocations and thei r propagation in large 
crystal volumes. 

The majority of basal dislocations seems to have been generated at local stress 
concentrations due to the handling of the specimens. Figs. 6 and 7 arc (1120) 
traverse topographs of the same GaSe specimen; fig. 8 is a magnification of the 
rectangular region marked in fig. 6. A period of one week intervenes between two 
topographical records_ Owing 10 the layered struclure and to a very small stacking
fau lt energy, basal dislocations arc readily introduced by the plastyc action of the 
adhesive: in fig. 6 we denote by arrows the crystal regions in contact with this one_ 

T he5(: gripped regions behave as many dislocation sources: if we compare fig. 6 
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an? 7, we can observe in fig. 7 new dislocations arrays, which, nucleated on parallel 
planes as half loops, move across the crystal in bunches. 

It can be useful to note in figs . 6, 7 and R the resistance to the dislocation motion 
offered by a low-angle twist boundary (label!ed B in figs. 4, 6 and 8): a non ideal 
pile-up configuration is clearly visible in X-ray topographical patterns. The arrange
ment of the dislocations around the boundary seems to suggest that this one can 
act also as secondary source of basal dislocations. Large deviations from the Bragg 
conditions, indeed, arc recognizable in the topographs arou nd the twist-boundary 
as well as the crystal regions gripped by the adhesive. 

Enhancement of the diffraction contrast around some screw-dislocations 
belonging to the twist boundary may be observed in the topographical paterns. 
This contrast does not represent the or direct image , of the screw dislocations 
(in fact g . b = 0), but is due to the lare strain produced by the crowding of the 
entraped basal dislocations. 

Owing to the great mobility of the basal dislocations, some differences we must 
expect between the configuration of the dislocation lines as revealed by etchi ng and 
that one displayed topographicalJy by diffraction contrast. Moreover, it is necessary 
to keep in mind that topographical pictu res refer to the whole specimen before 
etch ing, whi le any etch pattern shows basal dislocations very close to the actual 
free surface during the etching process. Neverthless some undoubted connections 
are evident between etch and topographical pictures: for example, we have labelled 
by A, C some basal dislocations which are recognizable in etch figure 4, and in 
topography (fig. 8). 

By different etching rates we have been able to relate a considerable number 
of grooves on the etched surface with the dislocations arrays visible in diffraction 
patterns. These observations provide direct evidence of enha nced reactivity in regions 
surrounding basal dislocations. 
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